2002 suzuki esteem problems

The following chart shows the 6 most common problems for Suzuki Esteem. The number one
most common problem is related to the vehicle's wheels with 2 problems. The second most
common problem is related to the vehicle's structure 1 problem. In our research we use the
PPMY index to compare the reliability of vehicles. The PPMY index of a certain model is defined
as the problems reported per thousand vehicles per Year. The total sales of the Suzuki Esteem
in the United States are 10, units [1]. If the total number of problems reported by Suzuki Esteem
owners in the last 18 years is 7, and the age of the vehicle is 18, the PPMY index can then be
calculated as. For more information, refer to this page: A study of reliability comparison across
Suzuki Esteem model year vehicles. The following chart shows the number of problems
reported during each of the service years since the debut of the Suzuki Esteem in When making
the decision between buying a new or used Suzuki Esteem, the following table can be used to
compare the Suzuki Esteem with the Suzuki Esteem from other model years. Note that the
number of problems reported for the Esteem is 7 while the average number of problems
reported for the 7 model years of the Suzuki Esteem is Car Problems. Table 1. Common
problems of the Suzuki Esteem. Table 2. Table 3. Compare the Suzuki Esteem with other model
years. Other Fuel System. Engine And Engine Cooling. Switch Year: I cleaned the maf no
improvement, was clean. Disconnecting maf makes performance much worse - so it must be
working? Engine light is not on. Seems worse below freezing i opened hole in air filter box to
use warmer compartment air - maybe a little better. Changed IAT sensor. Dealer ran car with
exhaust removed - no improvement. Is your vehicle 1. When engine runs well for a short period,
it is possible electrical components are failing when heated up. Did you check the ignition
timing? Was anything done prior to this happening? Did you check the fuel system? Pressure
etc. Esteem is 1. My original post said miles - should have said its kms. Its been in 2 garages so
far, i'm reasonably but not absolutely sure fuel pressure, timing got checked. Good acceleration
even when cold should point away from fuel? Nothing done prior to problem developing except
weather getting colder which seemed to make things worse. Your suggestion about electrical
part failing when hot makes sense but what part - the maf would presumably be isolated from
any heat other than the warmish air in the engine compartment room temp? Dunno where to go
from here. Should probably get a scanner but that's another project! I've located a used maf but
includes the throttle body. Can't I just change the maf only 2 minute job? But if no improvement,
then what? No way to tell if the used maf is bad. Your point about the timing though could be
worth thinking about -- too bad theres no wires to put my old timing light on. I remember there
were vacuum advances on the old carbs but dunno if there is anything similar here. I'm sure
they did a scanner check but what has not been done and nobody seems willing, is to run the
scanner while driving. I guess it takes 2 mechanics to do this. Frustrating problem! Was this
answer helpful? One thing that just came to mind is the charging rate. If the alternator is not
producing sufficient charge, the engine would bog down. I have seen cases of charging rate
dropping drastically after running for a few minutes due to a bad crankshaft pulley. Get a
voltmeter to test the charging rate. The ignition timing is adjustable for 1. However you need to
connect jumper wire between test switch connector terminals "D" and "E". Suzi bogs down
when I accelerate hard or go uphill. Do you. Hi canbyte, Thank you for the donation. Was this
answer. Hi KH, thanks for responding. Hi canbyte, Ignition coils, fuel pump and heat related
sensors can and do give way when heated up. You are right about the dignostic scanner
needing 2 people to have on road test but if they can't find the problem, that is what they should
be doing. If a shop is not willing to go and try to find the cause of a problem, how can they
improve on experience? Let me know what you find out and about the alternator and ignition
timing and we will continue from there. Hi I finally got a new used maf but no improvement
except no pending codes have come back. I got a scanner - here are results Hope the format is
readable. I've put the alternator idea aside till I get a voltmeter but the belt sometimes squeals
for a minute in the warmer weather too cold now. I'm assuming from the data, its not a timing
problem. Sure is a frustrating problem, hope you have some ideas. Hi canbyte, The results don't
show any noticeable abnormalities and it is usual for the FTRMS and timing and to fluctuate
slightly but too much shows some instability. For the ignition timing, the specs should be 4 to 6
degrees with jumper installed between terminals "D" and "E" of test conneector. With scanner it
should be set to Fixed Spark Mode. As a matter of fact you should test the charging voltage.
Belt noise could mean slipping belts which can affect the the charging rate and engine
performance. If the crank pulley is equipped with harmonic balancer, check if it is faulty
resulting in outer ring slipping causing drop in voltage and squeaking noise. Check if the
alternator belt tension is correct. Hi KHL Well, problem finally resolved. After another rec to get
fuel checked, I found a more experienced mechanic who, on listening to boggy sound on test
drive, became convinced the cat was plugged. Muffler shop confirmed this, changed it and
presto, noise gone, performance back! As to why the cat failed, hopefully, changing the maf

explains it. I'll get to that belt too asap. Thanks for your help, good to know you're around.
Cheers Was this answer. Glad to know you have resolved your problem. We at 2carpros will
always be around to assist in whatever way we can. Anytime you got a question, just drop by
and any of our technicians would be around to help. However the number of questions are
phenomenal and we are having difficulty coping at times so there might be some delay when
answering. Have a nice day. I got the same problem on my but you said '' Dealer ran car with
exhaust removed - no improvement '' and at the end you said '' became convinced the cat was
plugged. For me the manifold came red hot and the performance was weak ''no power'' ive
disconnect the IAT and came back to noramle. Ive been on road test directly after disconnect it
and was going fine ''good power. Then 15 min later it was going like if I had flat spot on the TPS.
Hi scrug, When a bad misfiring is occuring and excessive fuel is getting to catalytic converter, it
becomes red hot. You should check what is causing the misfiring. Was a scan done to try to
retrieve trouble codes? I was about to do a scan to see whats wrong with this. The cat dosen't
came red hot but the manifold do. Unplug the iat came back to normal then 15 min later push
the gas pedal down '' good power'' but something looks like flat spot happen just like if I
realease the gas pedal. Wasent sound like a missfire. After disconect the iat the manifold
wasent red Was this answer. Something must be causing the engine to be running rich to cause
the manifold to glow red hot. Scan through and see if you have any codes other than IAT. The
MAF can operate badly without showing any codes, it just operates either too rich or lean in
most cases and this fits the description of your vehicle symptoms. Please login or register to
post a reply. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! For more information go to We've
Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create
Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:.
Catalytic Converter part. Recommended Use. Product Fit. Shop Suzuki Esteem Catalytic
Converter. Showing 1 - 15 of 42 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: DAV Guaranteed
to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: M Product Details Location : Rear Notes : 2.
Product Details Location : Front Notes : 5. Width, 9 in. Length with 2 in. Product Details
Location : Rear Notes : 2 in. Part Number: MHM. Product Details Location : Front Notes : 2 in.
Part Number: WK Product Details Location : Rear Notes : Part Number: CAT Overall Length
Anticipated Ship Out Time : business days Warranty : 5-year or 50,mile Catco limited warranty
on converter body with 25,mile limited warranty on emissions. Universal Fit. Product Details
Notes : 8 in. Body Length, Oval Body Shape, 2. Overall Length Inlet Type : Single 2. Page 1 of 3
Showing 1 - 15 of 42 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Not legal for use in
California, Colorado, New York or Maine Easy bolt-on Installation with no cutting, welding or
bending required Stainless Steel Construction Legendary Magnaflow quality, power, and sound
Ceramic, honeycomb catalyst desi Dec 03, Great product for reasonable price. Alfonzo Thomas.
Purchased on Aug 18, Sep 24, Super fast delivery. Smooth transaction. Thank you. Jose J
Batres. Purchased on Sep 09, May 28, It was a great product. The only problem was the original
had the pipes coming straight out on both sides. Bobby Smith. Purchased on May 01, Show
More. Helpful Automotive Resources. P Code: HO2S Heater Control Circuit Bank 1 Sensor 3
Newer car models determine oxygen content through heated oxygen sensors in the exhau
wiring diagram for pontiac grand prix 2001
vw passat 2013 se
wk2 leveling kit
st system before and after the catalytic converter s. The information supplied by the oxygen
sensors helps the fuel system maintain the right air to fuel ratio. Downstream oxygen sensors
also help the PCM determine the efficiency of the. P O2 Sensor Circuit No Activity Detected
Bank 1, Sensor 1 The Bank 1 portion of the code refers to the side of the engine with the
number one cylinder does not apply to engines with an inline configuration. Sensor 1 refers to
the upstream O2 sensor more about that below. The PCM keeps track of the fuel mixture ratio
through oxygen sensors in the exhaust system that measure the amount of oxygen burned by
the engine. There is an oxygen sensor positioned before and after the catalytic. Harmful gases
from the engine flow through the cat, where they are transformed into water vapor and carbon
dioxide. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use.
Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

